Enershield Air Barrier: Microshield
PMS 7462C

Northern Blue
C = 100
M = 50
Y=0
K=0

Black
C=0
M=0
Y=0
K = 100

Push discomfort out the door.
Royal Blue
C = 100
M = 50
Y=0
K = 61

Dock Grey
C=0
M=0
Y=0
K = 45

Perfect for a variety of applications including: retail doorways, entrances/exits,
patio doors, foot traffic receiving doors, and food preparation.
Keep your door open and closed at the same time
Create up to a 90% seal on open doorways to keep
inside air separated from outside contaminants.
Save energy and save your money
Lighten the load on your current HVAC system and
lower your heating and cooling costs by blocking
outside air penetration.
The investment that gives back
Businesses in selected areas of Ontario are eligible
for energy rebates.
Keep workers productive and comfortable
Create a strong environmental separation and
prevent harsh outside temperatures and drafts from
entering the facility.
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Increase safety and minimize humidity
Keep your workers safe by preventing moisture
and condensation build-up on the floor.
Keep contaminants out
Prevent contaminants such as insects, dust and truck
exhaust fumes from entering the facility with air
barriers that are tested to maintain an ideal
800-1000 fpm at the floor.

How an air barrier works
Enershield Air Barriers create an effective seal on a doorway by recirculating the air already in your
facility in a laminar (smooth) flow across the doorway. The kinetic energy in the moving air generates
a barrier—similar to a waterfall—that prevents leakage of air between two areas with different pressure
and climate. Smoother air results in a stronger barrier to prevent outside air penetration.
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Speciﬁcations
For retail doorways up to 7’ high
Direct drive (110v)
Cabinet (9 3/8” H x 8 3/4” W)

Features
• 115 Volt
• Standard model comes with plug, 6’ long cord
• Recommended installation height is 7’
• Standard model comes with optional magnetic reed
switch for automatic activation (MCS-72)
• A keyed switch, photo sensor and time delay are
available and models with these features would be
indicated by AA at the end of the model number
(MCS-72-AA)
• Mounting brackets are sent with the unit
• Top air intake with an articulating discharge nozzle

Microshield

MCS-36

MCS-48

MCS-72

3150/2500

3150/2500

3150/2500

647/530

883/706

1340/1060

Motor
(s) (W)

High: 300
Low: 270

High: 400
Low: 360

High: 600
Low: 540

Weight
(lbs) (kg)

35.2lbs/
16kg

39.7lbs/
18kg

57.2lbs/
26kg

Air velocity (fpm)
high/low
Air volume (cfm)
high/low

* Model number reflects approximate cabinet length in inches
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